Ikon Activity Pack
KS3
This pack includes practical activities inspired by our current exhibition by Krištof Kintera.
Recommended for ages 11-14.
Please consider making a donation for this free resource.
Ikon is a registered charity and your support helps us with everything we do.

Krištof Kintera, THE END OF FUN!
“I am aware of our responsibility for drastic changes of climate, extinctions of species and all kinds of
living organisms, and therefore we’ll face sooner or later fatal problems. It is our shame, it is my shame.”
Krištof Kintera
Czech artist Krištof Kintera (b. 1973, Prague) is known internationally for his kinetic sculptures
exploring environmental issues, consumerism and waste. Throughout this exhibition Kintera
recycles technologies – transistors, circuits, electrical cables and lights – in order to present a
vision of the world we live in.
Key words and themes
Kinetic, environment, figurative,
metamorphosis
Method
Sculpture, installation, drawing, film
Materials
Scrap, technology, paint, lights, wires, household objects
Krištof Kintera, Nervous Trees (2013 - 17)

Related Artists
Jean Tinguely, Nam June Paik, Anselm Kiefer,
David Shrigley
Look at the images of Krištof Kintera’s
work in this pack
Prompts for discussion

Krištof Kintera,
Drawings
(2007 - 20)

Krištof Kintera, My Light
is Your Life – Shiva
Samurai II (2009)

List the different objects in one artwork in
the exhibition. What message do you think
the artist is trying to communicate to the
viewer? How does it make you feel?
The artwork titled Nervous Trees explores
the link between nature and humans. Giving
objects human characteristics is called
anthropomorphism. What effect do you think
this has on the viewer?
Kintera creates installations and sculptures
that draw attention to our dependence on
electricity and natural resources. How reliant
are you on electricity and what would your
day be like without it? Can you think of
renewable energy sources?

Krištof Kintera, Disappearing (Large) (2013)
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Papier-mâché mask
Krištof Kintera often creates sculptures with animal or human features. Think of an animal
affected by environmental concerns raised in the exhibition. For example, Disappearing (Large)
is a representation of snow bringing to mind the effects of global warming (melting ice caps
and raising sea levels) on the polar bear.
You will need: cardboard, pencil, newspaper or paper, paint, paint brushes, masking tape,
scissors, string, bowl, spoon, cup for measuring and water and flour.
Note: This is a messy task, so work on a covered surface, roll up your sleeves and wear an
apron. Your papier-mâché mask will need to be left to dry overnight.
1. Draw an outline shape of your mask on cardboard. This should be just the top half of the
face. Use scissors to cut the outline and eye holes.
2. Cut and fold the cardboard around the nose, securing the shape with masking tape. Bend
the card to fit your face and add ears.
3. Cut holes either side for string, which can be secured with knots and covered with tape. The
string needs to be long enough to tie round the back of your head.
4. Scrunch paper or newspaper and stick it to the front of your mask. Layer this up to build the
depth and shape of your animal’s face. Use larger pieces for the nose and cheeks and smaller
pieces of paper for outlining eyes and ears.
5. Make papier-mâché by mixing one-part flour and one-part water in a bowl with a spoon
until it is a thin paste consistency. Dip thin strips of paper or newspaper into the mixture so
they are well coated. Place over the mask, smoothing down until it is covered.
6. When your mask is dry it is ready to paint!
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Environmental activism sign
Krištof Kintera’s art conveys an environmental message. Create an environmental activism
sign inspired by the artist’s drawings.
You will need: white card, pencil, paint, paint brush, glue, cardboard and masking tape
1. Draw a design on the white card. Include an environmental slogan or phrase in your design.
2. When your design is finished use paint to make it bold and eye catching. Add a face to the
design to make the message more meaningful.
3. When the painting is finished, use cardboard, glue and masking tape to give your sign a
strong base and stick. Reinforce the back with extra cardboard.
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Self-portrait
Take a selfie wearing your mask and holding your environmental activism sign.
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Birmingham B1 2HS
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Please consider making a donation for this free resource.
Ikon is a registered charity and your support helps us
with everything we do.
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